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Introduction

• A look at (some of) the essential 

elements of an e-Infrastructure

– Through the lens of WLCG (effectively a 

platform running on multiple e-

Infrastructures



What is an e-Infrastructure

• e-Infrastructure = underpinning 

IT
• Tools and Services

• Data

• Compute

• Networks and Connectivity



WLCG

• WLCG = Worldwide LHC Computing Grid 

– Storage and CPU beyond that run by the 

experiments and by CERN itself 

• Effectively a Platform as a Service running 

on two main infrastructures: 

– EGI (formerly European Grid Infrastucture)

– Open Science Grid (mainly in US) 

• In turn federate national and institutional 

infrastructures



Scale of WLCG

• Pledged WLCG resources for 2017

– CPU 5.1 million HS06 (~500,000 processors) 

– Disk 396 PB (immediate access) 

– Tape 590 PB (ie robot tape libraries)

• Most countries oversupply, some 

significantly 

– eg UK supplies twice as much disk as pledged 

• ~170 sites in ~40 countries across 6 

continents





Essential components

• Distributed compute and storage resources

– With clearly defined interfaces (do not all have to be identical)

• An effective network

• Information systems

– What resources and services are available where

• Operational security

– Security policy, monitoring, incident response

• Authentication & authorisation

– Including management of groups of users

• Resource usage accounting

• A mechanism for allocating/sharing resources

• Availability monitoring/testing

• Mechanism for distributing application software

• Ticketing system



Essential components

• Different functions are met in different places:

– Centrally run by e-Infrastructures

– Centrally by WLCG

– By the experiments

– At the sites

• And some functions have moved between these 

over time



Central Services



Information system - GOCDB

• GOCDB is Grid Operations Centre Database – service registry

– Used to manually register sites and services within sites 

– Used to declare downtimes of services 

– Has programmatic API to allow experiments to gather information automatically 

• It’s essential to have some 

uniform way of keeping track of 

sites and what they make

• Especially true of downtimes



Ticketing system - GGUS

• GGUS is Global Grid User Support

– Distributed ticketing system (cf JIRA, RT etc) 

– Includes site admins, experiment ops people, and middleware developers 

• Hard to overstate importance

– Used by experiments when handing over between different people on 

shift 

– Allows regional projects (eg GridPP) to see how responsive the sites are 

to problems 

– Exposes common problems

– It allows us to shunt problems off to the developers when it’s the 

software at fault ... or vice versa – in one system



Resource accounting - APEL

• APEL is the accounting framework 

– Defines job accounting records (semantically and in terms of text files, 

XML, ...) 

– Provides tools to publish and aggregate numbers 

– Used by EGI and OSG

• Used by experiments to compare with pledged resources 

– Provides objective motivation for sites to keep things working efficiently 

• Tied in with GOCDB site information

• Recent extensions for cloud resources & storage



Availability testing – SAM/ETF

• SAM is Site Availability Monitoring

– Now Experiment Testing Framework (ETF) 

– Run by WLCG itself 

– Sends test jobs to sites for the experiments 

• Long tradition of this going back to ~2002 

• Monitoring is the only way to keep sites up 

– (Things break silently and still look ok to site admins)

• Since test scripts are supplied by experiments, they can test 

aspects of the site that matter to them 

• Also useful for validating new or upgraded services 

• Used in monthly site Availability and Reliability Reports sent 

to each country - again, very motivational! 



Others

• FTS – File Transfer Service

– Used by individual experiment data management tools

• CVMFS – CernVM Filesystem – software distribution

– Globally distributed virtual filesystem

– Distributes all WLCG experiment software to all sites (and 

clouds)

– Replaced very cumbersome and fragile process involving 

more or less powerful software servers at all sites plus 

privileged jobs that installed latest software

• Had to tag sites with available versions and only send jobs ot sites 

that had the right versions

Based on http, fuse, squid, sqlite



User group management - VOMs

• VOMs – the Virtual Organization 

Membership Service

– Structured, simple account database

– Defines specific capabilities and roles for users



Site Services



Site Services

• Site services broadly divide into job execution and storage 

• Multiple implementations in production 

• Jobs: CREAM, ARC, HTCondor-CE 

– All with their own APIs! 

– You also need to run a batch system: PBS/Torque, HTCondor, Grid 

Engine, LSF 

– Also a number of approaches to suporting VMs and containers

• Storage: DPM, dCache, StoRM

– All provide SRM web service for management 

– And xrootd, GridFTP, HTTP for low level transfers

• Other services at sites publish information, in or out 

– APEL (accounting), Argus (authorization), BDII (detailed service 

descriptions) 



Worker Nodes

• WLCG maintains a high degree of uniformity 

between the machines that execute the jobs 

– Whether batch nodes or in VM systems like Clouds

• So mostly SL6.x (rebuild of RHEL 6) 

– CentOS 7.x increasing rapidly

– Support for containers allowing greater choice here

• For managing the experiments’ software 

distribution CernVM-FS (cvmfs) has been invaluable 

– Wide-area readonly filesystem with strong versioning to 

present a coherent view to jobs 

– Also the basis of the root filesystem with the OS in 

CernVM-based VMs 



Experiment Central Services



Experiment Grid Frameworks

• Hope in EDG was that generic software could be written to 

manage jobs and data for all four experiments 

– Experiments would just need bookkeeping systems specific to 

their data formats 

– And agents to create jobs en-masse to process their datasets 

• Limitations in the initial solutions led all four experiments to 

develop their own job and data management systems 

– Some components (eg HTCondor, FTS) are used by more than one 

experiment, but they’re still mutually incompatible 

• Some work has been done to generalise frameworks and 

remove experiment specifics (eg DIRAC and BigPanda) 



Experiment Grid Services

• Typically

– A job management system (DIRAC WMS, BigPanda, ...) that 

users and production systems submit jobs to 

– A data management system (DIRAC DMS, Rucio, Fedex, ...) 

that uses lower level tools to move data around 

– Their own information system to keep track of sites, job 

queues etc (DIRAC CS, AGIS, ...) 

– An automated monitoring system to temporarily test and 

ban problem sites (DIRAC RSS, Hammercloud, ...) 

– Various dashboards used by people on shift to look for 

problems and debug things going wrong 

• Then write a GGUS ticket etc





Whole Collaboration (WLCG) activities

• Grid Deployment Board (GDB) 

– Monthly meeting of site and experiment representatives about current 

status/developments, often preceded by a topical pre-GDB 

– Used to be very operational – much more focussed on evolution

• WLCG “daily” operations meetings 

– Now just once a week. What is wrong at the moment, with reports by 

experiments and larger sites 

• WLCG Operations Coordination

Monthly meeting to take a longer view of operations 

– Various task forces and working groups spawned by above activities to 

look at particular topics 

• All meetings use video conferencing, and usually a meeting 

room at CERN and maybe larger sites 



Summary

• These examples are drawn from WLCG – but the functions 

described are (mostly) required in any e-Infrastructure

• Some functions may move between the eInfrastructure and 

the platform 

• Uses EGI and OSG infrastructures underneath 

– In practice experiments talk to sites directly through WLCG structures 

(and EGI ticket system) 

• Common grid services at sites became less important than 

central services run by experiments 

• Human-to-human systems proved much more important 

expected 

– Ticket systems, regular ops meetings, conferences

– Automation only gets you so far 






